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We are committed to expanding access to study abroad for everyone. That’s why we offer a
variety of generous scholarships–from $1,000 to $5,000 and even an annual full scholarship–to
help significantly cover study abroad costs.
We also want you to be fully aware of your financial situation before starting the entire process.
When you apply for a TEAN diversity, need-based, or merit-based scholarship, we’ll let you know
if you’ve been awarded a scholarship prior to the program application deadline.
Below is a list of our scholarships and the range of values associated with each. To learn about
school-specific scholarships, give us a call at 312.239.3710.

TEAN FULL RIDE SCHOLARSHIP

UP TO A $15,000 VALUE

SARAH JAKOSITZ

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING MAJOR

Our Full Ride Scholarship is designed to give one standout student the opportunity to study
abroad covering up to $15,000 in costs. Applicants must show us not only the journey they’ve
been on to arrive at this point in their education, but also the personal journey they envision
studying abroad will entail. The scholarship can be used for any Summer or Fall 2021 TEAN
program that covers tuition, program fees, and orientation.

Receiving the TEAN full ride scholarship
relieved a huge financial burden off of my
shoulders. Without having to worry about
how I would pay for my semester, I was able
to focus on getting everything I could out of
the experience.

NEED-BASED SCHOLARSHIP $2,000 - $5,000
This scholarship rewards students who have achieved academic excellence, demonstrated
community involvement, and require extra financial assistance.

My study abroad experience changed my
life. Not only did it introduce me to the
incredible country and people of New
Zealand, but it also allowed me to learn a
tremendous amount about myself.

MERIT-BASED SCHOLARSHIP $1,000 - $3,000
This scholarship recognizes students who have not only achieved academic excellence but
have also served as leaders and role models within their community.
DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP $1,000 - $3,000
In honor of our commitment to inclusivity, this scholarship is designated for students
who identify with underrepresented groups in study abroad (e.g., non-white, LGBTQ+,
neurodiverse students, and first-generation college students).
PHOTOGRAPHY SCHOLARSHIP $250 - $500
All talented photographers who are willing to commit to documenting their time abroad
and submitting their photos to TEAN are encouraged to apply for this award. Semester
scholarships are $500 and Summer program scholarships are $250.
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